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Outlander fans aren’t pleased with the Television Academy after it was announced that smash-hit Netflix series Bridgerton has bagged 12 Emmy nominations for its debut season. Tuesday saw the full ...
Outlander fans outraged by Emmys snub after Bridgerton lands 12 nominations
Book fans will know more about her, as the character appears within the novel franchise by Diana Gabaldon ... on stage as part of National Theatre Live’s Three Sisters. Outlander is available ...
Outlander: Who are Phaedre's parents?
Entertainment News // 2 months ago Diana Gabaldon to release ... to release on Facebook a four-part "End of Summer Series" celebrating the time-travel romance, "Outlander," and its legions of ...
Topic: Diana Gabaldon
Jamie Fraser, a Scottish Jacobite from Gabaldon's bestselling Outlander series, is back and in the spotlight in the newest Lord John novel (after An Echo in the Bone). Having been arrested and ...
Books by Diana Gabaldon and Complete Book Reviews
"Outlander" Season 2 held its heartbreaking but hopeful Season ... on the plan for adapting "Voyager," the third book in Diana Gabaldon's series. Here's a piece of Ron Moore's post-finale ...
Mark Me, These 'Outlander' Season 3 Filming Updates Will Help Ease the Wait
Original studio cast recording of a new Scottish musical by Mike Gibb and Kevin Walsh (Clarinda) based on the bestselling book Outlander by Diana Gabaldon ... season 2, episode 6, of her hit ...
Outlander The Musical 2010
The new season will be based on “A Breath of Snow and Ashes,” the sixth novel in the world-renowned series from author Diana Gabaldon. SEE Everything to know about ‘Outlander’ Season 6 ...
Why ‘Outlander’ was not nominated for any Emmys
OUTLANDER star Sam Heughan has hinted to fans that his character Jamie Fraser will be forced to commit a major act of betrayal in the forthcoming season of the Starz series. He has teased fans about ...
Outlander season 6: Jamie Fraser 'stuck between two fires' as he's forced to make betrayal
Outlander has wrapped ... of the publication of Diana Gabaldon’s first book in her best-selling Outlander series. To celebrate, the cast and crew took part in a video that was posted on the ...
‘Outlander’ Confirms 1 Fan-Favorite Character Is Returning For Season 6
#yeahthisone Heughan came close to losing the part, despite the ease having his friends in the audition room gave him. Outlander author Diana Gabaldon called his headshot “grotesque” when she ...
‘Outlander’ Season 6 Is ‘Small, but Mighty,’ Sam Heughan Says
Tobias Menzies, previously best known for his dual roles on Outlander, inherited the part of Philip from Matt ... enamoured with the idea of a young Diana Spencer joining “the firm,” was ...
The Crown’s Tobias Menzies on This Way Up season 2, masculinity, and the death of Prince Philip
Author Diana Gabaldon told Scotland ... but actor Sam Heughan failed to win a part in the other show despite auditioning seven times. Several key Outlander stars also had parts in Game of Thrones ...
12 facts about Outlander you might not know
and then go ahead and read all of these exciting details about season 6 of Outlander. The Starz historical drama series, which is based on the ongoing novel series by Diana Gabaldon, has continued ...
Sam Heughan Dropped Ridiculously Exciting News About 'Outlander' Season 6
HE found worldwide fame playing Highlander Jamie Fraser in the cult series Outlander and has gone on become an author, producer and philanthropist.
Outlander star Sam Heughan launches scholarship to help stars of tomorrow
Entertainment News // 2 months ago Diana Gabaldon to release ... to release on Facebook a four-part "End of Summer Series" celebrating the time-travel romance, "Outlander," and its legions of ...
Topic: Caitriona Balfe
Sam Heughan has enjoyed global success on the back of the popular historical drama series filmed on home soil and based on the Diana Gabaldon books. However, now the Outlander star and is giving ...
Outlander star Sam Heughan launches Royal Conservatoire of Scotland scholarship
2. 'Poldark' (2015 - ) Redcoat soldier ... architecture and landscapes. 5. 'Outlander' (2014 - ) Based on Diana Gabaldon's series of books, "Outlander" tells the story of Claire Randall (Caitriona ...
5 Best TV Shows to Watch If You're a History Buff
Outlander is not ... Based on the novels by Diana Gabaldon, the series follows the adventures of an English nurse called Claire Randall (Caitriona Balfe) in World War 2, who mysteriously finds ...
Is Outlander on Netflix?
including Diana Gabaldon, author of the hugely popular Outlander series, and Chris Riddell, best-selling children’s author/illustrator." Other acclaimed authors taking part include Kate Mosse ...
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